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Jane Vennik, University of Southampton

Edmore Chamapiwa, University of Manchester
Arriving at the venue....
Day 1 - Setting the task...

- Fictitious call from Making People Healthier Research Programme
- Mentor groups (multidisciplinary)
- Agree group name, topic area
- Identify research question (aspirational but achievable)
- Appointed team leader
- Allocated tasks
An intense and exhausting day of work made wonderful by this view @Ashridge_UK @NIHRTrainees camp

Explore Rowan_myron's 617 photos on Flickr!
flickr.com

2:52 pm - 7 Jul 2016
Day 2 – Rising to the challenge

• Group working
• Workshops
• Deadlines
• Submission of application
Team Optima: improving children's oral health at @NIHR_trainees training camp @NIHRSPCR @REACHpcps

@NIHR_trainees The dream team at the NIHR summer training camp #nihr #phd
Team IMPaCT (IMProving a Child’s dieT)
IMPaCT (Promotional video)
Giles Yeo
@GilesYeo
Bald Chinese dude & #genehunter; #Geneticist from the University of Cambridge, studying food intake & #obesity; Fellow of @WolfsonCam @Cambridge_Uni
📍 Cambridge UK
🔗 mrl.ims.cam.ac.uk/research/princ...
1,414 FOLLOWING  1,893 FOLLOWERS

Giles Yeo Retweeted

Dietitian Gillian @Gillian_RD  13h
'Clean eating' & 'detoxing' = marketing fluff #trustadiettitian #fightthefad #chosebalance
May the best team win!
Day 3 – Pitching to the panel!

• Presenting to the panel
• Winners announced!
Congratulations, Antony Psarras in my SLE group: best poster prize @NIHR_trainees Training Camp @msdresearch

Congrats to @Walsh1Sophie prize winner at 2016 @NIHR_trainees camp via @CLAHRC_N_Thames bit.ly/29QINIS
Intensive, interesting and highly enjoyable………

- Learn skills required for funding applications
- Be imaginative
- Networking with a wide range of researchers
- Fantastic location
- Great food